Abstract: In this paper, we demonstrate a high power and high-order random Raman fiber laser based on a 1 km novel tapered fiber (TF). The core diameter of the TF gradually increases from 8 µm to 20 µm. The highest output power amounts to 16.4, 35.4, and 40.1 W for the first (1120 nm), second (1173 nm), and third (1237 nm) order Stokes waves, respectively. The spectrum gets broader with increasing pump power. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the first, second, and third-order Stokes waves amounts to 1.2, 1.5, and 3.7 nm. In contrast to the first two order Stokes waves in a half-open cavity, the third-order Stokes wave is generated in a completely open cavity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest output power for third-order random Stokes wave.
Introduction
Random Raman fiber lasers (RRFLs) have attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. In contrast to conventional fiber lasers, RRFLs produce radiation by Rayleigh backscattering instead of a cavity [1] , [2] . RRFLs have been widely used in many fields, such as biomedical imaging, remote sensing, distributed amplification, and display technology [3] , [4] .
Among the study of the random fiber laser, high power and high-order random Raman fiber laser is one of the most important branches. On the one hand, higher-order random Raman fiber laser is needed to meet the demand of longer wavelength in many areas. For example, if the pump source wavelength is 1070 nm, the generated second order Stokes wave (1173 nm) can be transferred to yellow light by frequency doubling techniques, which can generate laser guide stars for adaptive optics system [5] , and the third order Stokes wave (1237 nm) can be used for biomedical imaging applications such as OCT because of its lower optical scattering and deeper tissue penetration [6] . In addition, 1230 nm wavelength can also be used as pump sources for thulium-doped fiber laser to generate 2-µm radiation [7] . Therefore, achieving high power laser at longer wavelengths can boost many applications [8] . On the other hand, there are still many open questions regarding the physics of high-order random laser, so pursuing high power of high-order random Stokes wave can boost this study greatly. In 2013, Wang et al. used a half-open cavity to demonstrate the third random lasing in 1670 nm spectrum band for the first time [9] . Recently, Babin et al. have achieved 9.1 W output power for third order random Stokes wave in a half-open cavity with a polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber [10] . In the above experiments, the output power of the third order random Stokes wave remains at 10-watt level.
Theoretically, the difficulty to achieve high power of high-order random lasing is the appearance of higher order Stokes wave [3] , [11] - [13] . With the pump power exceeding the threshold of fourth order Stokes wave, third order Stokes wave would transmit the power to fourth order Stokes wave gradually [14] . Using the tapered fiber (TF) is one of the feasible solution to solve this problem. Resulting from the increased core area, TF can decrease the nonlinear interaction and increase the threshold of high-order Stokes wave [15] . We have proved the feasibility of this configuration and demonstrated 20 watt-level output power for the first order random Stokes wave at the previous work [16] , and in this paper, third order random Stokes wave is generated in the tapered fiber with the output power exceeding 40 W at the pump power of 98 W. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest output power for third order random Stokes wave till now.
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The pump source is an ytterbium-doped fiber laser (YDFL, 1070 nm) in which three laser diodes (LD, 976 nm) are used, the maximum power of LD is 60 W. The cavity of this YDFL is formed by a pair of fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) centered at 1070nm with the high reflectivity of 99.8% and low reflectivity of 10.8%. The absorption coefficients of the ytterbium fiber is 4 dB/m, and a piece of 6 m-length ytterbium doped fiber is used to ensure the efficient absorption of 976 nm light.
Two half-open cavities are formed by two high reflective (99%) FBGs at 1120 nm and 1173 nm. These two FBGs work as point reflection. Therefore, the design of half-open cavity is used for the first order Stokes wave and second order Stokes wave, and completely-open cavity for the third order Stokes wave. Meanwhile, 1 km tapered fiber works as the Raman gain medium and provides distributed feedback for Stokes wave. The core diameter of the TF linearly increases from 8 µm to 20 µm with constant numerical aperture (NA) of 0.12. With the tapered fiber, we can delay the appearance of the fourth order Stokes wave to achieve high power of the third order random Stokes wave. We used a piece of multi-mode fiber to couple the signal laser into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with 0.1 nm resolution to analyze output spectra. All the fiber free ends of the system are angle cleaved for free of Fresnel reflection.
Results and Analysis
The output power of the cascaded RRFL is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of input pump power. The generated power is high amounting to 16.4 W, 35.6 W, and 40.1 W for first, second, and third order random Stokes waves respectively. In this paper, the third order random lasing at pump side of the fiber, which is regarded as backward Stokes wave, is not split and measured because beam splitters such as high power wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) are not available. Therefore, we only measured the third order random lasing at the far end of the fiber which is regarded as forward Stokes wave, Actually, in the open cavity for the third order Stokes wave, the laser distribution would be significant changed with the parasitic reflection at the fiber end, which may cause the power of forward-lasing dominates and the power mainly output at the far end [17] . To clarify this situation in Fig. 2 . Output power of the cascaded RRFL as a function of input pump power. Points correspond to experimental data for residual pump (black), first order random Stokes (blue), second order random Stokes (green), the forward third order random Stokes (red), and total output power (purple). The solid lines are the fitting curves of the data.
our experiment, we measured the values of parasitic reflection at the far end of the fiber and at pump side of the fiber which are respectively 1.545 × 10 −6 and 4.775 × 10 −4 by an optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR). We could find that the parasitic reflection at the pump side of the fiber is larger than that at the far end of the fiber. As a result, the power mainly output at the far end. Lasing threshold for first, second, and the forward third order random Stokes waves reached 14.8 W, 29.1 W and 59.8 W respectively. When the pump power reaches 14.8 W, the residual pump wave begins to deplete and the first order random Stokes wave starts to grow. As the first order random Stokes wave grows to the maximum power (16.4 W), the pump power reaches to the threshold (29.1 W) of second order random Stokes wave. Then, the first order random Stokes wave starts to transmit the power to second order random Stokes wave gradually, and so on, for the higher order random Stokes waves. The maximum power of the forward third order random Stokes wave reaches 40.1 W while the pump power is 98 W. The maximum input pump power (98 W) almost corresponds to the fourth order random Stokes wave threshold with 2.4 W power of fourth order random Stokes.
The spectra of the cascaded RRFL has been recorded in Fig. 3 . With the input pump power pumping, the power is gradually transferred from first order Stokes wave to higher order Stokes wave. Fig. 4 shows the spectra of the first three order Stokes wave under different pump power individually. We can find that the higher the pump and generated powers are, the wider the generation spectrum is. The significant broadening at increasing power comes from the interaction of Kerr nonlinearity and dispersion, similar to conventional Raman fiber lasers [18] , [19] .
We measured the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of first, second, and the forward third order Stokes wave under different pump power. The generation FWHM varies in the range of 0.9-1.2 nm, 1.0-1.5 nm and 1.3-3.7 nm for the first, second, and third order random Stokes components. As shown in the Fig. 5 , for individual random Stokes wave, FWHM increases with increasing generation power due to nonlinear processes and dispersion as we mentioned above. Meanwhile, the third order random Stokes wave shows obviously larger FWHM than the first two order random Stokes wave, this may be attributed to the difference between half-open cavity and completely-open cavity. Because of the restriction of the FBGs in half-open cavity, FWHM of first two order random Stokes wave has not changed much compared with third order random Stokes wave.
An optical efficiency calculated as a ratio of the corresponding output power P si (i = 1, 2, 3) to the input pump power P i n [20] . The trends of the efficiency corresponding to first order Stokes, second order Stokes and third order Stokes are shown in Fig. 6 with the increasing pump power. The efficiency of first and second order random Stokes waves reaches 60%-level while the efficiency of third order random Stokes wave reaches 40%-level, which can be attributed to the following reasons. On the one hand, the loss of the tapered fiber is relatively higher than conventional single mode fiber (SMF) now. On the other hand, our target wave (third order random Stokes wave) is generated in a completely-open cavity, which produces both forward Stokes wave and backward Stokes wave [13] . In this paper, the backward high order Stokes wave is not split and measured because of the lack of beam splitters such as WDM. Still, the completely-open cavity guarantees that the target wave is generated in an authentic "FBG-free" or "mirror-free" cavity. It is also noteworthy that third order random Stokes wave is transparent in the absorption wave band of ytterbium-doped fiber, so the backward third order random Stokes wave has no influence on the pump YDFL. Meanwhile the efficiencies of first and second order random Stokes wave are higher than the efficiency of third order random Stokes wave. Also, the increasing speeds of the first and second, order random Stokes wave are faster than that of third order random Stokes wave. This may also be attributed to the lack of backward third order random Stokes wave measurement and the differences between half-open cavity and completely-open cavity.
Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated a high power and high-order random fiber laser based on tapered fiber. The tapered fiber can suppress the nonlinear effect to achieve high power random fiber laser. The experiment generated the third order random Stokes wave with the highest power up to 40.1 W till now. Without FBG or mirror, the third order random Stokes wave is generated in a completelyopen cavity. Several intriguing properties of Stokes wave are characterized and discussed. Finally, the results have shown that the tapered fiber has the potential to achieve the goal of high power fiber lasers with special working wavelength.
